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April 6, 1978

Bridgewater State College

Vol. LI No.5

Honors to Forensic Society
Bridgewater's Forensic Society
(competitive speech and debate
club) returned victoriously this
weekend from the New England
Championship Speech and Debate
Tournament which was at Emerson
College in Boston.
Among the competitors bringing
honor to Bridgewater were Michael
Casey and Mary C. Carroll. Mike
Casey was awarded a first place
ranking in his first round of Prose
Interpretation with a score of 100
points. This is worth remarking
because competitors from both
Emerson College and the University
of Maine (Portland), which are
famous for the excellence of their
interpretation of literature, were
competing against Bridgewater's
Casey for pointage.
However, the competitor who
brought the pointage to
Bridgewater State· college was
Forensic Society president, Mary C.
Carroll, who competed in epideictic
speaking. Ms. Carroll captured
sixth p'lace for Bridgewater in that
event which involves a ceremonial

speech praising or criticizing an
individual or institution.
Ms. Carroll stated, "It's a great
honor to be awarded sixth place in
the New England Championship
competition. I'm very happy and
very lucky to be able to bring such
an honor to Bridgewater· State
College. And I am grateful to
Bridgewater for allowing me the
opportunity to compete."

to compete. The Forensic Society
won the honor of hosting this
tournament at last year's National
Competition in Seattle,Washington
B.S.C. will be representing
Massachusetts since Tufts
University was recently expelled
from the organization due to lack of
competitive point age necessary to
maintain membership.

Mary C. Carroll commented that
April 6, 7, and 8 will be very busy a tremendous amount of
days for Bridgewater's Forensic organization and activity will be
Society as these are the dates of the involved in the execution of this
PI KAPPA DELTA PROVINCE OF event and that Mary E. Foley,
THE COLONIES COMPETITVE President of the Massachusetts
. Beta Chapter of Pi Kappa Delta and
SPEECH AND DEBATE
TOURNAMENT, which is being a member of the Forensic Society,
sponsored by B.S.C. at the was principally responsible for
Governor Carver Motor Inn in much of the work. "If this event is a
Plymouth, Massachusetts. (PI
KAPPA DELTA is the National
Honorary Forensic Association.)

For over a year the Forensic
Society membership has planned
and anticipated this tournament in
which schools from all over the east
coast will be corning great distances

Financial Aid Info.
The Financial Aid Office is providing interesting and meaningful work
opportunities this summer for eligible Bridgewater State College
students. Most of these jobs are off-campus positions in the field of park
and recreation, and these particular jobs range from camp instuctors to
bike trip leaders, boating instructors and water skiing instructors.
However, thaer are also various positions open for the summer in nonprofit a'gencies and town offices. Bridgewater State College will also have
on-campus positions open for needy summer help students, if those
students have already made plans to live in the Bridgewater area.
There are anumber of off-campus agencies, along with job descriptions,
posted outside of the Financial Aid Office in Boyden Hall.The Work
Study Program is not limited to the posted list, but any non-profit,
charitable, or government sponsored agency that is willing to pay a 20%
matching share may become involved with our expanding program.
If you are interested in obtaining a summer job in either an off-campus
or on-campus capacity, you must be eligible for Bridgewater's College
Work Study Program for the 1978-79 academic year. To determine your
eligibility, a Financial Aik Form (FAF) must be submitted to Princeton,
New JI~rsey, and a Supplemental Financial AId Request Form with
supporting tax information must be submitted to the Financial Aid Office
prior to. April 15, 1978. An appointment with the Financial Aid'Director.in
late April or early May will then be necessary to finalize your College
Work Study. award and to receive instructions regarding program
procedures for the summer. If you have any questions or need
applications forms, please inquire in the Financial' Aid Office.

David Morwick, Director of Financial Aid

T. Heinsohn
to be guest
.lecturer

Tom.Heinsohn, former coach of
the Boston Celtics, will appear at
Bridgewater State College on
Tuesday, April 11 at the Student
Union Ballroom. The lecture will
begin at 7 p.rn.There is no
admission charge. the program is
sponsored by the Student Union
Program Committee.
,_ Mr. Heinsohn has the experience
of being an athlete, coach. and
successful businessman. He
presents (fa candid discussion of the
ever-growing economic implications
of pro sports." Mr. Heinsohn also
discusses leadership, as it applies to
sports, campus organizations and
work situations. Once again, you
are all invited to spend what will be a
very enjoyable evening with Mr.
Tom Heinsohn on april 11 at BSe in
the Student Union Ballroom at 7
p. m.There is no admission charge
and we hope to see you there!

success, then it will be primarily due
to Mary Foley's competent
administration of the various
activities. Special thanks are also
merited by our advisor, Ms. Susan
J. Miskelly, and the various
members who have contributed
their time and talents to this

tremendous undert~king."
The Forensic Society is confident
that· the tournament will be a
success and that the other colleges
will leave with a very positive view of
Bridgewater State College as the
hosting team.

Letter from SGA
President-Elect Silva
Dear Fellow Students:
I have given a great deal of thought to the task that is confronting me
now that I have been elected as Student Government Association
President for next year. I feel that the largest problem confronting me in .
this position is communication. Thus it is my intention to have strong
lines of communication open between myself and both the Comment
and WBIM. Through the capable assistanl=e of their staffs the student
body will be kept as informed as much as possible about what goes on on
this campus.T a further this I personally hope to make a regular
submission and I would also like to hear from anyone with any other
ideas concerning this matter.
Some people feel that the SGA President has an enormous amount of
power. This is not really an accurate perception. The only tangible power
of the SGA president is in access to information. This includes the right
to regular meetings with President Rondileau. As far as real powere is
concerned this is directly correlated with the administration's perception
of Student Government as having the strong backing of the students. I
hope to achieve more student support through the avenue of keeping
students informed.
. ,
Any student can run for a position on Student Government and I
encourage any interested people to do so. There are also plenty of
positions on an all-college committe.e that interested students could be,
placed on. I would be happy to talk to anyone about this kirid of·
involvement and in future Comment submissions I will be passing on
more information about these committees and other appointed
positions. For other information about what Student Government is
involved in a small brochure will be published soon and I hope everyone
will read it. For any further information I may not have all the answere but
I am happy to talk with any fellow students.
Also I remind you that our meetings are usually on Tuesday evenings
at 6 p.m. and anyone is welcome to come up, watch the proceedings and
i

I

get acquainted.
I am looking forward to an interesting year and meeting lots of new
people. I hope to be working with you as much as or more than working
.
for y o u . '

.

Sincerely,
Albert E. Silva
SGA President-Elect

Prof. Hamilton: Summer in France
Dr. Stanley Hamiltonwho teaches
french here at B.S.C.· has been
awarded a fellowship by the French
Government to. go to France to
attend a 4 week seminar at Avignon,
led by a French sociologist. Dr.
Hamilton applied for this fellowship
through the American Association
of Teachers of French (A.A.i.F.),
which he has been active in for the
past 15 years and of which he is an
officer of the EasterriMassachusetts
Chapter. He leaves June 23 and
returns August 7.
Dr; Hamilton has been doing
research on varios aspects of the
urbanization of the French
.- countryside, and since last July, he
, has been studying the affects of
rural tourism. At the seminar he
hopes to continue this research. In
line with his interest in this area,he is
also. a member of the A.A.T.F.
National Committee in French
Ethnography.
Dr. Hamilton has a free week
beforE! and after the seminar during
which he. hopes to db some
traveling between Paris and Nice.
Quit~ aside from his research, Dr.
Hamilton(who·· has travelled in
France before) hopes to familiarize
himself more with the language and

culture of the country and bring
backthis knowledge to the
classroom. He emohasized that his
.colleagues travel alot for the same
purposes. .
.
Dr. Hamilton seems excited
.about his trip but ack,nowledges that

there is alot of work to be done here'
at Bridgewater before he leaves. But
the time will go fast enough and we
wish him a good trip and profitable
summer. Who knows, maybe he will
meet other membersof our Foreign
Languages Department in Europe?

This.Week

Tom Heinsohn will be a
guest lecturer here on
Aprill! at '7 p.m.
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"A free press is ~ot ~ privilege but an organic necessity in a
great society. "
.
Lippmann
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Editorialsl

Campus Turmoil

PAR

I
COURSE.

April 3, 1978

FOR

Re~rinted

with permission by The Brockton Enterprise:
THERE's a vocal minority of college students today that appears
to yearn for a return to the sixties , that heyday of campus protest
when the young rebels had a whole range of meaty causes t to sink
their idealogical teeth into.
The campus rebels oftodayare a frusrrated bunch. No more Vietnam,
no rampant racisim or sexism or any other ism to shout about. Just
about everybody is allowed to do his or her own "thing" today, with all the
manner of oddities emerging gayly from various closets. Society's
attitude toward drugs and sexual permissiveness has eased, and slovenly
longhaired youths and braless and emancipated young women using
the idiom of the longshoreman can no longer even raise an eyebrow.
Students of the seventies appear to have-it made, so much so that
some of thetn have had to manufacture phoney causes to ease their
boredom.
Lacking any real social crusade, the student protesters of the
seventies have decided they should have a bigger voice in the running of
their schools.
A favorite scapegoat of students in the Boston area is B U President
John Silber, who is being accused, among other things, of
"inaccessibility." Silber's reluctance to emerge from his office is
understanable. Every time the poor man appears on the campus he is
harangued by a mob of student protesters who don't like the way he runs
things. Silber, who for some quaint reason believes he is better qualified
to run the university than are the students, doesn't wish to bandy words
with whining brats, and so has made himself very unpopular.
B U students are right now blaming Silber for tuition increases. Tuition'
does cost too much at BU, as it does at every other place of higher
learning, but this is. not the fault of John Silber, and neither is it the
buisness of the students, who are at college to learn from their superiors.
They should be studying instead of squawking about fees, fees which are,
in most cases, paid for by their parents.
The situation at B U is outrageous enough, but at Westfield State
College, students are demanding the resignation or President Robert L.
Randolph because the man had the temerity to reject some petty
recommendation by the Student Senate. The senate drafted a
resolution which stated in part, 'What credibility he (Randolph) may
have possessed with the student body is now gone. For the good of the
entire Westfield State college community ... Randolph must be
terminated."
.
What silly, posturing children these student protesters are. Apicture
taken by a United Press photographer last week showed a BUs tudent
carrying a megaphone and placard. The placard demanded a "voice in
the;:.dec~ion-makingproce~."The student sported a dramatic-looking
beard and some sort of forage cap in the style once favored by Castro's
guerrilla fighters. The inscription at the bottom of the placard read,"No
taxation without represntation."
What in earth was the fool trying to say? He probably didn't know
himself, but he undoubtedly figured that loafing around looking·like a
jungle fighter and insulting his betters beats studying every time.
These are strange times on campus.

Campus Reaction
The above editorial waswritten by Myron Fuller, publisher of The
Brockton Enterprise. Mr. Fuller blatantly insults the students of all the
colleges in Massachusetts by referring to us as "slovenly long-haired
youths", "emancipated, braless young women using the idiom of the
longshoreman"; "silly posturing chUdren". etc.
Mr. Fuller feels that since we don't have a Vietnam to protest that our
causes are phoney,
Phoney? Mr. Fuller also believes students should not protest fee
increases because our parents are paying for our education. This is not
, true of Bridgewater State College or. of many other colleges ,. have
visited. Perhaps Mom and Dad make a contnbution toward tuition or fee.
payments, but I can state with a large degree of certainty thatthe average
"slovenly Iring-haired youth" or "emancipated braless woman" is paying
for .a good part of his or her college education.
As· for the .pettiness of the Westfield Senate's resolution, that is a
matter of opinion. The Westfield Senate· would like Westfield State
~ollege President Robert L. Randolph to resign because he has fired the
coordil?atorof Westfield's student-run food service progra'm in favoI'of
bringing in an outside caterer which will inevitably lead to an increase in
the cost of meals at WSC.
.
At present the cost ofa meal plan at WSC is some $100 per semester
less than the catered meal plan at Bridgewater State College. If Mr. Fuller
feels $200 per student per academic year is petty, perhaps he would have
no objection to picking up the rest of the tab.
.
I could co?tinue to shoot holes through Mr. Fuller's ~ditorial, but why
bother? I WIn say this: Mr. Fuller feels that we, the American college
student, should crawl into our closets ?tnd do nothing but study.
So, . fellow students. don't bother to get involved in any protest -idealogical or otherwise, and just forget the fact that throughout· the
history of modern Western Civilization social change has been initiated
.by .tlJe colleges and universities.
Things may be strange on campu~, but they're even stranger in
Brockton.
.

RAC

So Long, Will
In February, one of the
custodic;tns from Durgin Hall left the
employment of B.S.C. to retire and
relax for the rest of his life.
We the students, housemothers
a,nd the R.A'S will miss .and will
remember Will for a long time to

Will had a ·good heart, and always
talked to the students about· their
problems; he always had time .and
an ear to listen; to good times and
bad.
. So long Will and Good Luckin the
Future.

come.

David lzzo RA. 4th Floor Durgin

INTERVIEWS

Job Opportunities

K-Mart Apparel Corporation: Ladies and Girls
Division. Mr. Peter Briley will interview students
interested in positions as Manager Trainees on
Tuesday, April 18, 1978 in the Office. of Student Life.
The position involves such duties as running a
department, hiring, payroll, scheduling and other
personnel-related responsibilites. Training is
provided. Though relocation is possible, a number of
openings are expected in the Boston area. Sign upfor
interview appointments outside the Office of Student
Life. All candidates should bring a resume. For
additional information please see Dean Martha
Jones.

·_··_···INTERvii:"i.vs···..····-·······_··-·-······_···_·.. -...............-.
Students interested in a career in pharmaceutical
sales are encouraged to interview with Mr. Stephen
Frazel of Burroughs Wellcome Company on
Wednesday, April 12, 1978. Sign up outside the Office
of Student Life for an appointment. All int~rviews will

Dean DiNardo
.

be held in the Office of !:)tudent Life. Candidates
should bring a resume. On Tuesday, April 11, 1978, at
11 a.m., Mr. Frazel will present a slide presentation on
the. Burroughs WellcomeCompany in the Student
Umon Dem?r:stration Room. All students are urged
to attend thIS mformal meeting to learn more about a
sales career.

···-----suMMER·posliioN·ii-isALis·······-·······-···
The Southwestern Company is interested in BSC
students who .would be interested in spending the
su~:ner sellmg, house-to~house, ..... educational,
relIgiOUS, and reference books in the Midwest or
Southwest. A training progam is provided and
stud~nts receive. assistance in locating appropriate,
housmg. A commission of 43% is received from all
sales. Informational sessions will be held with Mr
Daniel Moore in the Student Union Rooms 205 206'
a!1d 207.on M0!1day, April 10th, at 3,5, and 7 p.~. N~
sign-up IS requlred. For additional information please
see Dean Martha Jones in the Office of Student Life.

lbe ComtnEnt
(established 1927)

In

GREECE

Editor-in-Chief. ....................... Robert A. Cote
Managing Editor ................... Jean M.St. Andre
News Editor .............. :" ........ James A. Calnan
Cultural Arts Editor .........•............ Karen Tobin
SportsEdltor ........................ JoAnn Merzigian
Photography Editor .......•............ Michael Eunice
Asst. Photography Editor ..•.............. Joni Dahlene
Acting Graphic Arts Editor .........'. . . ... Greg Dansak
Business Manager .................... ~ .. Debbe Evans
Advertisins.Manager .................... Mary Sullivan
Office Manager ......... " ........... Susan J. Laflamme
Contributing Editors ....•............ Peggy J. Cormier
. '....................... ~ . . . . . • . . . . .. Susan Lawson
~
Vicki Smialek

The Center for International
Education is pleased to announce
that James DiNardo , Dean of
Undergraduate Studies and Special
Programs at Bridgewater State
College, is currently visiting the
American community in Athens,
Greece. Dean DiNardo who is
representing the Center,is working
towards the development of
cooperative programs which will
eventually involve all of the
Massachusetts ,State Colleges,
certain local public .schools. with
Bridgewater State College serving
•••••••••••••
• • • • • • • • ' • • • • • • ' • • • • • . • • c. • •
as the coordinator.
. ............................... Joan E. Thibeault
The main: purpose of Dean
Newswriting Staff: Gil Bliss, Edward Copp Jr., Robert DeVido
DiNardo's visitis the establishment
Dianne Doucette,'Jack Duncan,.Barbara Gerraughty, William Gorman'
of an educational office in Athens
El~ine Light, ~oseEh McDomud, Kathy O'Hara, Regine Zwerger.
'
which will provide opportunities for
consultants,faculty exchange
Sp.orts. wrztIng
Nora Kenn. e. y, Candice. Killion, Terry Riley.
Photography Sta : Joe McDonald, Frank Nacke!.
programs,and placement for
professors on sabbatical~ Professor . Production Sta :. Sheila Brennan, Susan Brennan .Colleen
Desmond, Jack. Duncan, Kathy· Goudie, Nancy Inmari, Susan
Dacey;from Bridgewater State
Laflamme, Joe· McDonald, Charlotte Mankus, Jeanne Manty Brian
College, is currently serving as a
Sullivan.
'
consultant in Athens,and he is
assisting the American School of
Athens in developing a reading
THE COMM~NT is a student supported and operated weekly
program. The successful'
establishment of an educational' newspaper servmg the academic community of Bridgewater State
College. .Edito~ial policy. is . determined . by the Editor-in-Chief. in
office in Athens will give other
consultatIon WIth the Edltonal Board. Re-publication of all material
faculty members opportunities for
print.e~ her-ein is/orbidden without the expressed written permission of
an overseas experience.
the Edltor-zn·Chlef. Letters to the Editor are encouraged but are limited
The CIE has been developing this
to ~50 words or less. Letters, classified advertiesements and all other
plan for sime time, and is most
tvrit~en material is subject to condensation. Advertising· rates will be .
anxious to establish an educativnal
avaIlable upon request. All correspondence should be addressed to:
center in Athens with a
represEmtative from Bridgewater to . THE COMMENT, Bridgewater State College, Bridgewater, MA; ext.
;260 or 304.
_ '
cp:ordinate in-service programs and
exchanges.

Stt:
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LAnnouncements I,
GROVNDBREAKING CEREMONY who is planning a career in education.
A groundbreaking ceremony for the new
Campus Laboratory School and Academic
Classrclom Building will be held on Monday,
April10, 1978 at 1:45 pm. The ceremony will be
conducted in an area opposite the Buildings
and Grounds Building in the unpaved parking
area adjacent to Burrill Ave. Governor
Dukakis will be present to participate in the
ceremony. The, college community is
welcomed to attend.
............................................................................

PHYSICAL EDUCATION MAJORS
CLUB ELECTIONS
Eieciiv115 to be held April 27 in Kelly Gym.
Deadline for Nomiriat!0!} of Candidate is April
21. Candid9.tes must have cprrent
membership in P.E.M, Club, and 2.2
Cumulative Average.Please put nominations
in box on Dr. Fredricks door, rm. 101, Kelly
Gym.
............................................................................

"DA VID COPPERFIELD" TO BE
SHO"'N

Applications should show potential jor
distinctive service in the Field oj Education as
welll as earnestness of purpose and loyalty to
responsibility.

Alumni Association Scholarships
The Bridgewater State College Alumni
Association is proud to announce tl-.lat
scholarships and grants.in.aid totaling
$5,350.00 will be awarded to undergraduate
students at Alumni Day in June. Scholarships
will vary in amount from $100.00 to $250.00.
Students with high academic records and/or
financial need are particularly encouraged to
apply. In addition, in accordance with fund
specificatio'ns, several scholarships will be
awarded to assist students specifically
pianri;ng ccpreer in education, and the Class
of 1926 Award·wiil t;~ ~~de to two students
who have relatives who graduaied fmm
Bridgewater State College.
The Ellen M. Shea Scholarship
., The Elll2n M. Shea Scholarship Committee is
pleased to announce that a scholarship in the

The feature film "David Copperfield" will be
shown at the Bridgewater Public Library on
Tuesday, April 18, at 7:30 p.m. This 1935
black and white classic stars Freddie
Bartholomew, Frank Lawton, W.C. Fields,
Edna May Oliver, and Basil Rathbone. This
film is free to the public and will last 133
minutes.

amount of $100.00 will be awarded on
Honor'd Day 'in honor of Dr. Ellen M. Shea,
Dean Emerita. Members of the Class of 1978
who are planning to pursue graduate study in
Counseling, Guidance, Student Personnel or
related fields are invited to make application.
Completed forms and required supporting
data must be returned to the Office of
Student Life by Friday, April 14, 1978.

BARBARA CHELUS MEMORIAL
The Barbara Chellis Memorial Fellowship of
$500 will be available this spring for either a
senior English major or an alumni member
pusuing graduate study in English, according
to an announcement by the Trustees of the
Chellis Fund. Previous winners were William
Perry, who went to Kent State, Ohio, in 1974
and to Marilyn DiPuccio who earned a
graduate degree at Boston College. No
fellowships were awarded in 1975 or 1977.
The Fellowship is open to English majors
intending to undertake fulltime graduate
study in English beginning in September, 1978.
In the event no senior qualifies, BSe
gradUBTes actively engaged in English
graduate studies c1re j!,!vited to apply. All
applications must be made to the diair~i:in of
the English Department Honors Committee,

Dr. Samuel Sheinfeld, before 10 April.
In June, 1973, the Barbara Chellis Memorial
Fellowship Fund was organized by a group of
friends, faculty, and alumni to honor the late
member of the Department of English from
1959 until her death in 1972.

EDUCA TIONAL SERVICES
April 8· "Colonial Night," dining out bus trip to
Bamside Restaurant. You pay only for your
meal.
April 22·'1talian Night,"dining out bus trip to
.Felicia's Restaurant in Boston. You just pay
for your meal.
THE SLA VIC STUDIES CLUB
The Slavic Studies Club invites all to its last
slide talk by Mr. Tom Kitrosser entitled:
"Have You Ever Heard of Bessarabia?" Come
and find out the fascinating background of
one of the 15 Soviet Republics. The place: the
Green Room of the Student Union. The time:
Wednesday, April 12 at 3:30.
~_.

w . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ___ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - ........... _ .... ~_ ... _ .... _ . . . . . . . . . . _ . _ .. ___ . . . . ."' __ ...... _

HISTORY CLVIl, . . " (~..
The History Club wi.~be having a cQ.1wdS~
on Monday, AprillOj,.6rn 93 in the Driu€lJ)QY
beside Woodward Hall, closest to Burnell .
School. Cost- $1.00 Give your car a fx:thl

r-----------...:.----....:...:.:.::...:~....:.:..:..:.:.:.:......---------.....,..-----------------.:..~-------.;-..;,

T-SHIRTS ARE HERE
Those who ordered their B.S. tee shirts
from the Chemistry club can now pick them
up. They ·are being distributed across from
the bookstore 9·3 daily next w.eek.

JOIN
HEARD!

COMMITTEES

AND BE

The Community at the Catholic Center
wishes to extend an invitation all faculty,
students, staff, and neighbors to participate in
the various dimensions of the Center's life for
the following Academic year. This
participation includes membership in the
following committees: I. The Committee for
Student Life: This committee will address
the soda) life of the student population,
arrangf! for receptions and social events and
providE: social support services to the Center.
II. The Committee for Community
Relations: This committee will involve itself
with policies and practices of the Center as it
concerns itself with those Interested
members of the surrounding community. III.
The Committee for Spiritual Life: This
committee wi! concern itself with the spiritual
and personal growth and development of all
at the Center, by means of planning liturgies,
retreats, days of recollection, and prayer
services, as well as assessing and promoting
discussion groups. IV. The Committee for
Educational Programs: This committee will
design ,~ducational programs of a theological
nature, and address itself to the raising of
consciousness pertainjng to the crucial social
issues of life. V. Financial Committee: This
committee will attend to the jinancial and
adinir:ristrative matters of the Center. Ij you
are interested in serving on any oj the above
committees, registration forms will. be
availabfe beginning next week. The Center is
people, it's all oj us. You are needed.

What is mountameering all about? Funny you should ask.
Because we just happen to have an answer. (Ah-h, lile's little
coincidences.) Mountaineering is a skill, a science and an art.
Yet anyone
with a thirst for excellence and normally
developed
skills can master it. Simply study
these
and follow them faithfully: .

nrr~~aI

APPUCATION FOR STUDENT
UNION BOARD OF GOVERNORS
AND PROGRAM COMMITTEE
Applications for the Student Union Board of
Governors and Program Committee are
available at the Student Union Information
Booth. These must be returned by Friday,
April 7, 1978. You still have time to apply.

SCHOLARSHIPS
Dr. Henry Rosen Memorial Fund
The Bridgewater State College. Alumni
Association is pleased to announce that a
.scholarship in memory of Dr. Henry Rosen,
former Chairman of 'the Instructional Media
Department, in the amount of $250.00 will be
awarded at -Alumni Day in June. This
scholarship will be awarded to "a student who
had demonstrated deep and abiding interest
inthe . '
,
instructional media as attested by the
members of that department and who reflects
the concern and loyalty for the College that
were characteristic of Dr. Rosen."
Applications may be obtained from the
Instructional Media Department, the Office of
Student Life, the Financial Aid Office, and the
Student Union Information Booth ..
Delta l{appa Gamma Scholarship
Kappa Chapter oj Delta Kappa Gamma
International, a society oj women educators,
is pleased to announce that a scholarship in
the amount oj $100 will be awarded on
Honor's Day to an underclasswome11student

Now for
• tricky ..........
3
Neophytes,

.-.+....-...lI'

up: the proper pour

is straight down
the center of the
glass. Only in
this way will
the cold, :invigorating taSte of
the mounta:in
come to a head..

poUred, pac:ing becomes' paramount. As,any seasoned
• mountaineer will tell you, the only way to do-wnamountain
is slowly, smoothly andste?4lly-savoring 8veryswallb'wofthe .
brew th:atis Busch. Ifyou'r.$a bit awkward at flrst; doIi't be .
discouraged. Perfection takes practice. Soon enpugh, navIDg
emptied your glass and filled your soul, you too will. bea .
mountaineer.~
.
. ~~.U:J.~~i~·

0 .---'~--...-

Premiuln Beer.

Dorrt just reach for a beer.

BUSCH~

for the mountaIDs.

~·:;'.,I· :.;
-'~;
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THEARTS
C al en da r:

Membe rs of the Bridgew ater
State College' Creativ e Dance
Group and dance classes, under the
direction of Cora Miller Wells, wiil
presen t their annual spring
perform ance on Wednes day and
Thursda y, April 12 and 13 at 8 pm on
the Stage Arena of the Studen t
Union Building.
Dancer s taking part come from
courses-Movement and Dance for
Actors, Movement in the Creativ e
Arts and Creative Dance I, and from
the Creativ e Dance Group that
includes student s as well as persons
from the communidty. The Dance
program at the college has been
expand ed during the past t''';;c years
with th~ deve10pment of new
courses .
This year the first indepen dent
Dance Study, a dance perform ance,
was underta ken by a Senior Theatre
Major, Sandra Ross, and present ed
at the college on March 30 and 31
under the supervision of Ms. Wells.
Four membe rs of the Creativ e
Dance G roup led by Susan
Nisenba um were invited to perform
in the Easter Service of the
Unitarian Church of Middleboro.
The Spring perform ance include s
a variety of dance themes including
self 'accomp animen t with voice,
temple blocks, drums, gong and
steel drum; a laughter and face
dance, furniture, masks, dance
poems and dancce with infant and
parents .
Studen t musicians are doing
original accomp animen ts for a Time
Dance and a Candle Dance.

Ev en ts Ou tsi de th e
Br idg ew ate r Ar ea

Curren t

The Geat Nebula in Orion will be performed by the Meetinghouse
Theatre Co. at the Charles St. Meetinghouse, 70 Charles St. (Corner
of
Charles & Mt. Vernon St.), Boston, Ma. 02114. Perform ances are
Wednesday through Saturda y at 9 p.m. through April 21. Tickets are
$3.00. For information, call 523-0368.
Curren t
Inside Outside, an exhibition of the work of inmate artists from the five
major Massac husetts prisons will be on display at the Boston Five Cent
Savings Bank's main office, 24 School St., Boston throughApril28, Fr8e
and open to the public 10 a.m. 4 p.m. each week da·v.
Curre~.
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Tribute by B€r~ard Slade and starring Jack Lemmon at the Colonial
Thealn~ through April 29. Performances are Monday through
Saturda y,
8 p_m. with 2 p.m. matinees on Wednesday and Saturday.
Curren t
Boston '78 at the Brockton Art Center-- a display of the works of fifty
prominant Boston area painters and sculptors. Throug h May 28.
Curren t
One Man's Journey at the Caravan Theatre, 1555 Mass. Ave.
(Harvard Epworth Church), Cambridge. Performances Wednes day,
Friday and Saturda y at 8:30 p.m. through May 27. Tickets $4.00 ($3 for
students). For information, call 354-9107.
CUrreJ1t .
Art/L1l Toil at the Brockton Art Center, Oak St., Brockto n through
June, featuring 65 art works lent by the Musuem of Fine Arts which
demons trate the effect of technological innovation on the arts.

~d7

Cr ea tiv e

-

Shawn Philips at the Paradise, %7 Commonwealth Ave., ~ston, 7:30
p.m. Tickets: $3.50 in advance, $4.50 the day of the show at the box
office, .iTicketron, Out-of-Town & Strawberries.
April 7
Pere Kairo at Nero's Fiddle Coffeehouse, 31 Franklin St., Fall River.
Doors open at 7:30 p.m. Admission is $1.50.
April 8
Cars' at the Paradise, 967 Comm. Ave., 7:30 and 10:30 p.m. Tickets:
. $4.50 at Tkketro n, Out-of-Town, Strawberries & the box office.

April!1

New England Conserv atory Faculty Recital: Fred Cohen, oboe, at 8
p.m. at Jordan hall (Huntington Ave. at Gainsboro St.) Program to
include Bach, Sonata in g minor, BVW 1020, Handel Kamme r Trio no.
24, and Ravel, Le T ombeau. de Couperin.
. Aprll1 2
,
New EngJand Conserv atory Piano Faculty Recital: Victor Rsenberg, in
Jordan Hall at 8 p.m. Program will include Schube rt; Sonata inA major,
D 959, Brahms, Four Pieces, Op. 119, Mozart, Adagio in b minor, and
Sonata in G major and Schoenberg, Six Pieces, Op. 19.
April1 2 .
New England Conserv atory Faculty Recital: Lawrence Wolfe, double
bass. At Jordan Hall (Huntington Ave. at Gainsboro St.), 8 p.m. .
April

12

.

Middleboro Arts and Crafts Association meeting and program
(Gregory Cale, slide Iecture of photography) at 7:30 p.m. in the Central
Congregational Church Vestry, Middleboro.
AprU1 2
Woody Herman d and his Young Thundering Herd will appear at 8
p.m. at the Brockto n High School Auditorium. Tickets are $5.00 ($4.00
for student s) and may be purchased at the Brockto n Community
Schools Office, 920 Forest Ave., Brockton,02401, or at the Brockto
n
Community Schols Office,' or by sending check or money order and
a
stampe.d selfaddressed envelope to that address. For information, call
588-5026.
April 13
.
Dndl~ro-2a, a Japenes e groupwll! perform at the SMU
Auditorium.
Tickets are $3.00 and $4.00.
April 14
Rush Dance Compan y will perform at the Joy of Movement Center,
536 Mass. Ave., Cambridge on Friday, April 14 and Saturda y April 15 at
8:30 p.m., and on Sunday, April 16 at 7 p.m. Tickets are $3.50 and $3.00.
For information. call 492-4680.
.
April 14
Poetry Night featuring Jim Palana at the Nero's Fiddle Coffeehouse in
Fall River. Doors open at 7:30 p.m. Admission $1.50. .
ApriJ 14
ChuckM anginne Quartet at Symphony Hall, 8:30 p.m. Tickets : $8,,50,
$7.50,& $6.50 at the box office, Hub, and Out-of-Town.
April 14
Roy Ayers with Ubiquity Star booty and Noel Pointer at the Berkles
Perform ance Center, 7 & 10 p.m. Tickets are $7.50 & $6.50 at the box
office &:. Ticketron.
April 15
Noel Paul Stookey formerly of Peter, Paul & Mary, at the Becklee
Performance Center, 7:30 p.m. Tickets $6.50, $5.50, at the box office,
Out-of-Town & Strawberries.
April 1.5
A perform ance in Mime by David Zucher of Boston at the Brockto
n

Art Center as a part of the Center' s Saturday Stage Coach, a children
's·

Thearn3 Service. 1:30 p.m. For information, call 588-6000.

Gr ou p

Creativ e Dance Group in rehears al.

The program is present ed by the
Departm ents of Commu nication
Arts and Science s, Health and
Physical Educati on and the Creativ e
Dance Group of Bridgew ater State
College. Officers of he C.D.G. are:

Preside nt-Gret chen Holt; Vjce~
Presid ent-An nemeik e Graven ,
Secreta ry-Trea surer-L uann Perry.
Admiss ion is free and all
interest ed persons are invited to
attend.

Ex pr es si ve M ov em en t

April 8

c:;arly S,itn0n art thePara~ through;:ApPll1,~Show~at 7·~and
16:S0:'Tickets: $9.50 at" the box office, Ticketron, Out-oi-Town &·
Strawberries.
April 10
New England Conserv atory Scholarship Woodwind Quartet will
peform at 8:30 p.m. at Jordan Hall (Huntington Ave. at Gainsbo ro St.)
Program will include Davidousky, Sychnom ia 8, Haydn, Presto,
Klughart, Quintet, Dahl, Allegro and Ariso; and Villa Lobo, Quintet en
forme de Choros.

Da nc e

Re vi ew ·

I

On March 30th' and 31st,the . routine. The"Aspen"'numbeT was
a
Ensemble Theatre present ed An ·truly graceful dance-Ms. RO$S
just
Exper ience in . Expre ssive seemed to float around
the
Moveme nt. It was an original and stage;like a white cloud prancin
g in
creative product ion which was the sky..
directed and choreog raphed by
The second of these pieces,t he
Sandra Ross,a very talented senior finale,was an extremely well
Uked
at Bridgew ater State College.
and well present ed number . It was
An Experience in Expressive entitled "'Fanfare for the Commo
n
Movem ent" consist ed of five Man". The music for this number
different dance number s,each one was by the Gringos. This particul
ar
having an equal amoun t of arrange ment was very effectiv
e in
originality and creativity. Althoug h exhibiting its' meanin g to
all of the dance number s were . audienc e. It showed the treatmethe
nt
creative and sensitive,two stood that the commo n man receives
form
out . as being especially well- the manipulating authorities
of our
present ed. The first was a piece countr y. The audien ce
saw
entitle d "Aspe n;a music al war,pov erty,mu rder,and despair
, It
composition by Don Fogelberg.
appeare d that everything was lost to
The dancer of this number was thE the commo n man,until finally,
a
director ,Sandra Ross. Clothed in a small glimmer of hope-ho pe
in the
white silk leotard,Ms. Ross emerge d form of the future,r eached
out to
from 'a misty fog and pI:oceeded to him and urged him to bear with
the
perform a sultry,flowing dance unrest and to help better the
future.
In its' entirety, An Experience in
Express ive Movem ent .was a half
hour dance show. Yet within that
~~AS'
limited time period many idea sand
I!!!!!!!JrHE F~I STORE.
s.tl •. ",;. '.~y navy.."ods

*'

·,.camp i", .,. .1.....
;~ 'work dotru.s 8. ...0..
• w.r surplus
• je.h,' tops 81 more!
A .crazy·diSCDunt price,.

go...

'concep ts were transmi tted to the
audienc e. We saw and experie nced
creative interpretation,sensuality,.
comedy , tragedy ,gracefulness,and
most importa nt reality.
The cast consiste d of eight very
talented dancers . Their names are
John Blair,G retchen Holt,Te resa
Macca rone,S teve Martin ,Tony
Mastro riIli-(w ho perfor med
extreme Jy' well in the Aspen
number ,) Debbie Murphy ,Sandra
Ross and Jodee Vicari. All of the
dancers were extreme ly skillful in
the executi on of their various
number s.
The Horace Mann product ion of
An Experience in Expressive
Movem ent was a well liked and well
develop ed exhibition of creative and
emotional dance. the people' who
attende d have certainly benefited
from this venture . For those who did
'not,it their loss. Horace Mann
product ions are by far the most
entertai ning and cultural forms of
theatre which B.S.C. Ensemb le
Theatre present s.

."Th e Wa lton 's"

..

rL~. ttttt"-l .
BROCKTON. Nt' .

~

FAM ILY STY LE RESTAURANT

pt>t' 9 a~ ·9 pm
Sal 1.0 ~m· 6 $.1m
ne!!}.!!!~AutD

.. - _ •. WII H l' t-1I::i CIJUPON _ •.

- HOM E COO KED MEA LS-

r":OOIT IONAl
;

10% OFF

OUR ALREADY
CRAZY DISCOUNT PRJ·
CES WITH SCHOOL
OR COLLEGE I.D.

YOUR HOSTS : STUA RT & EDITH WALT ON
42 CENT RAL SQUA RE
BRIDG EWAT ER,MA SS. 10% Discou nt
Monda y;-Sun day 6 a.m. to 8 p.m.
New Restau rant
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Ensemble Theatre:

Rhythms Cast Annouced
The SSC Ensemble Theatre will
present Rhythms, a musical light
show with incidental players, on
May 4 and 5 at 8 pm and May 6
at 7 and 9:30 pm in the SU
Auditorium.
Rhythms is being directed by
Dr. Stephen Levine. He is being
~ssisted by choreographer Donna
Marie Luther, mime coach Henry
M.W omnic;nmd lighting designer
Barry David Cohen.
The cast includes: Christopher
Beaudoin, John Blair, Maureen

Bray, LJonald S. Capen, Gregg
Cobbett, Brad Craven, Karen
DeWolf, Roberta Fineberg, James
Frangione, Peter 'Gay, Julie
Glauben, Davip A. Greene, Paul
Healy, Peggie Holzemer, Elyse A.
Krantz, Skip MaIQ~g.y, Steven
Martin, Tony Mi3csfrorilii, Dawn
McLaughlin, Marci Miles, Denyse
Musial, David L. Nadell, Michele
Pecoraro. Mary Pio, Cheryl Potvin,
Matthew Reilly, John Richards,
Sally Richardson, Sandra Ross,
Robin Silva. Breck Sullivan, Tony

Ir--c~-rren-~i-d-g-ew~a-te-r Calendar
Jazz and other things. Art display in S.U. Art Gallery-- April 16.
Current
Prints and Paintings by John Lochtefeld in the BSC Art Gallery
through April 29.
Current
An exhibition of paintings by Bridgewater artist Thomas Lowell, Jr.
through April 30 at the Bridgewater Public Library.
April 8
Colonial night at the Barnside (mini bus sponsored by the Program
Committee. Bus will leave at 5:30.)
April 9
Bang the Drum Slowly (Film in the SU Auditorium, 6:30 p.m.)
April 10
Bang the Drum Slowly (Film in the SU Auditorium, 2 p.m.)
April!1
Lecture: Tom Heinsohn on "Leadership," 7 p.m.
April 12
Sierra. Band in the Rat, 7 p.m.
April 12
The Three Stooges Film Festival, 7:30 p.m. Conference Room 2,
sponsored by the Class of 1980.
April 12
Creative Dance Group Performance, 8 p.m. in the Auditorium.
April 12
Creative Dance Group Performance, 8 p.m .. in the Auditorium.
April!3
Creative Dance Group Performance, 8 p.m. in the Auditorium.
April14 .
Disco in the Rat with Teresa Grove, 8 p.m.
April!5
The Point film in the Au<;litorium at 2 p.m...and in the Rathskeller at 8
p.m.
April 18
Lecture: jerry rubin on the "The history of the 60's," 7:30 p.m. in the
SU Ballroom.
April 19
Afro-American SOCiety Talent Show, 7:30 p~,m. in the Auditorium.
April 20
Entertainment in the Foyer at 11 a.m. and in the Rathskeller at S.
Aprll22
Oldies night at the Rat, 8 p.m.
April 24
Coffeehouse in the Formal Dining Room, 7 p.m.
April 24
The annual exhibition of Art by ful1:time faculty members of the
Bridgewater State College Art Department through may 12.
April 25
Entertainment in the Foyer at 11 a.m. and in the Rat at5.
April 26
The Candidate film in the Rat at 5:15 and 8 p.m.

FREE AND CONFIDENTIAL LEGAL ADVICE
Every Tues. and Wed.
from
10-3 third floor
SGA Offices
Student Gover,nment
LAWYERS

'Wilderness
Workshop
Summer ~ollege courses in literature and anthropology conducted i~ wilderness settings in
the Adirondack Mountains on the relations of
man with the natural world. June 10-25:
Man and Nature Seminar (6 credits). July
31-August, 8: Adirondack Workshop (3
credits). August 11-20: .Adirondack Workshop
(3 credits).
'
Graduate and Undergrqduate credit.
For further information write:
Wilderness Workshop, Morey Hall
SUNY College at Potsdam, Potsdam N.Y.

1

Va~ooc~oo,

Jod~

Vka~

~d~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Cynthia A. Wilcox, (with' a guest
appearance by Charles G.
Crumbaker).
For more i!ifGYtnatiQh caii 697·
8321, ext. 213.

Here's a little story showinq thz.t it: takes more than chuzpan to pUll orr

a successful cri~~-- it rakes a bit of brains as well. The drama began when

two men asked a Washington D.C. policeman for a jump start on a car
parked right in front of the D.C. police headquarters. When the
suspicious officer asked police officer Betty Hall to run a license plate
check on the car, she didn't have to bother-- the car was hers. By the time
the police got outside, the men and officer Hall's car were gone. Ah, but
Studios
not for long. Two hours later the men had set up shop outside the back
door to D.C. police headquarters, and were trying to sell exciting police
Two studio productions will be the items they had taken from Officer Hall's car. Thirty seconds later
presented on April 20 and 21 in the
they were busted.
Horace Mann Auditorium. "A
Have you ever wondered what would happen if you kept putting more
Simple Reality" will be directed by
and
more and MORE water into a waterbed? Michael Reid of San Jose
Dennis Robinson. The cast
(California)
found out, and he's pretty distraught. Reid says hedistinctlu
includes Craig Truax, Mary Pio,
remebers
shutting
off the water hose into his new waterbed just before
Peter Gay and ElYse Krantz.
the entire family left to spend the evening out. But he apparently turned
Richard Camuso is directing John
the handle the wrong way because two hours later, neighbors were
Richards, David Greene, Maureen
rocked by a huge explosion. The waterbed had burst like an oversixe~
Bray and Cathy Win :Glow in "No
balloon, sending more than a ton oJ water cascading through the house.
Exit."
Firemen called for a special power·vaccum pump to save the structure,
Horace Mann productions but the family's belongings will be drying out for some time to come.
provide fine entertainment to the
Three Army soldiers from Fort Story, Virginia, decided they wanyted
college community FREE Ensemble
Theatre hopes that many students to get away from the "humdrum of Army. life" an~ went AWOL last
November. But it seems their little "vacation" took them further than
will take advantage of the
opportunity to see this and other they expected. The three were recently convicted on charges of
burglary, theft and possession of moose meat. The trio had hung out in a
presentations of one act plays
bear's den in Maine and survived by eating moose meat.
The New York Department of Mental Hygeine has state· approved
method of cutting English muffins in half. The method chosen (quote)
"significantly affects the flavor and texture of the toasted product." The
three· page memo recommends. using a fork as opposed to knife,
because it Hprovides the peaks and valleys ... necessary to maximum
flavor and texture. The director of nutrition services defended his
memo by saying it taught his employees to open 1,000 muffins fast.
Otherwise, he said, 'We could have all our people down there in the
pantries opening muffins all day."
Ric Estrada, a commercial artist from upstate New York recently
learned that you can't be too careful when it comes to balancing your
checkbook. Just a few weeks ago, Ric went to cash a check at a Citibank
branch. But instead of getting his money, the teller gave him a funny Jook,
said his account was overdrawn, and suggested he see the manger. The
manager confirmed that Rick's account was indeed overdrawn-- by $30
million (dollars). But he quickly admitted that it was not Ric's fault, but a
computer error that he promised to correct immediately. So, a few days
ago, Ric's wife went to the bank and discovered much to he~ amazemer:-t
>by Sally LaTaille
that $30 million (dollars) had been credIted to their
. On Friday March 31, the Afroaccount.
The
bank,
says Ric, His still working on this one."
':"Attl.erican Society .presented
A troop 'of Finnish·s()ldiers recently learned that wa'r games are nof all
Webster Lewis andHugh Lawson of
the New England Conservatory of play. A group of paratroopers mistook some civilian hunters for their
Music. Mr. Lewis is a celebrated make-believe enemy forces. The parachute troop ambushed the nunters
jazz artist whose talents range from' and shot at them with blank bullets But the astonished hunters returned
the fire with live ammunition. Fortunately,. the misunderstanding was
contemporary jazz to the disco
soon cleared up and no one was hurt.
music of the seventies.
If you have harbored dreams of making a ,m!nt by seJ1ing one of. your
Webster Lewis appeare'd without ., baby blues to a body shop--- forget it, no one s tnterested. The Chicago
his orchestra and with the Sun-Times reports that the movie "Coma" h~s caused a rash of ph~?e
assistance of' Hugh Lawson. The calls to the local eye bank and kidney foundatlon from persons wasntmg
duo performed on two grand to sell parts of their bodies. "We've had people phone here and offer to
pianos. Webster set the informal sell one eye for $5,00 or $10,000, said Edgar Britton, spokesman for t.he
atmosphere of the concert, and Illinois Eye Bank. '"They must be really hard ':lP. How do you put a prtce
during the second half of the on an eyer Britton went to see the movie,whlch concerns the reapmg of
performance, he took requests form massive profits from the sale of kidneys, eyes and ather body parts taken
the audience, including "'Misty," from murdered hospital patients. He called it "pure fantasy." He says
"Giant Steps" and "Niama." It was neither the Eye Bank nor the KidneyF oundation ever buys or sells body
all together an enjoyable evening foe parts, and knows of no oth~r place in the n~tion. which does.
.,
all-- from the lifting jazz
After a decade of being forced to hum their national anthem, Chmas
performance to the dynamic 900 million people- again have words they can sing. The embarras~ing
dancing of the Alma Lewis Dance problem, in this case, cannot be blamed on th ~ang of Four, But on just
Troup, which performed two seven one-fourth of the Gang of Four, that notonous self-styled cultural
minute African dances.
commissar, Madame Chiang Ching. In the ~arly 1960's the unfortunate
man who wrote the lyrics ran afoul of Madame E:hiang. From then on,
Chinese could hum whistle, or play the anthem, but never so much as
whisper a word of'it. Before 9 djourning , tne fifth National People's
Congress solved the .. problem by" adopting new lyrics that we.re
,. collectively composed. That may not, howevf!r, bethe best way to wnte
lyrics.."March on, brave'people pf our natio, "go~s the ne,v.; effort. "Our
Communist Party leads us on a new Long March. I guess It s better than
a hum.
'
.
See You Roundabout

Webster
Lewis/
Hugh
Lawson
Concert

H

'WBIM
WBIM

The Office of Student Life has
three (3) sets of keys (2 sets are
car keys and one gold tone
necklace~ You may pick up these
items with the.correct description.

·FL YlNG PIZZA
,CAN YOU ACCEPT A CHALLENGE?
HELP RESHAPE RELIGIOUS LIFE OF THE FUTURE

Join the Religious of Christian Education
As they give a SERVICE OF LOVE
Through varied Apostolates ... ' .. Answering
The Needs of Today's World
Contact: <Director of Formation
ReligiotJ5 of Christian Education
36 Hillcrest Rd., Belmont, MA 02178

Tel.. 484·2336

I \

!

Telephone 697·8631
Bridgewater dellueryonly
5:OO-1J:OO
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IClassifieds I
for sale

housing

1974 HO'lda XL 250. Perfect runningoider,
many Extras. Asking $550. See John Noble
Room 403 Durgin.

Housing 2 story, 3 bedroom house in Rocky
Nook: King~tC-!l,_G0o..dview of Kingston Bay
from screened porch:' Ful:;':wintBrjze~
$29,900. Call owner in Cambridge 1-498·7855.

1971 Honda CL 175. Excellent condition, only

personals

8,000 !f.iles. Elec. starter, luggage rack, many

extras $,:195. Contact Jack in 515 at Durgin

wings? Surf's up. Every state, huh. Eatmg your
bran again. She wants yours. Neba on Sunday.
Signed Cindy L

Charlie K Is ii true you are a sv,,-itch hitter?
If so, whch way would you prefer to bat I'll
always be on deck waiting for your pitch. I
know we can score together. Signed
"RedwIJOd-

Sat. Nite Liue.. aliue and well again, together
again a prime punch. J know of one poor soui
who didn't recover from bed till7pm Sunday.
Newk, how did that race go anytLClys. Sandy
looked good, more or less. Killer why didn't
you wait. Ann Landers can't play tennis. Most
parties mOTe places mor people more often

Purr-Haw's your eyeball? Saturday night
partner swapping is illiga\? No friend! Boom
Boom

NSHFA'r'STo.
To Michelle (Alias

"Gypsy Rose Lee"):
a great performance!
You've proven to me that if YOl,lcan't get an
acting job, you can always be a shipper! Orily
kidding. Its been great working With you. Love,
Joe.
Coii;i"~~da!ions on

Halt;Ex:.:~91.

Motor qlcle 1971 Honda CB17S cc, 4,600
original nileage, 80 mls to the gallon. Perfect
condition, $350 firm. Call 826-2137 evenings
ask for R.ich.

1970 Ford Maverick, 2 door, std. trans, radio
and heat,:!r. Perfect 2nd car or student transp.
$650. Carl Ph. 543·2569.

wanted
Wanted ~,mall refrigerator for dorm room. Call
Nan in Shea 116 Ext.372.
Wanted teachers at aU levels. Foreign and
domestic teachers. Box 1063 Vancover,
Washing'on 98660.
Wanted work in Japan! Teach English
converf,atian. No experience. degree, or
Japanese required. Send self· addressed
envelope for details. Japan·A72, 411 W.
Center. Centralia Wash. 98531
Help wanted: Full time and part time. Help
~vanted lor food preperation. Mothers shift
hours a'iSJ available. Apply in person at the allnew restaurant calledHotShot, 701 Braodway
in Raych:lm.
Wanted Psyche Majors looking for 20
volunteers for an ESP·Experiment: 21/2 heur
session:> required. Sign·up sheet on bulletin
board near basement entrance to commuter
caf. First corne first served
Wan tee College Seniors: After 20 years of
preparinfl to enter the job market, most of you
are read~1 to earn and spend money because
we know that a person with .a bachelor's
. degree. has the . confidence to·· make thelr
~ducatioll paying. Before ~.'QU accept a position
offering Jnder $14,500 please talk to Paul
Beane at 947·7188.

t111iscellaneous
. Why do your own typing"? Term papers,
reports manuscripts etc. Speedy, professional
typing at cheap prices. Call at night 697·3821.
Why d{J !lour own typing? Student interested
in typhS: papers at LOW, LOW prices.
Interested? See Jo Ann in the Comment

Office,
Summer jobs quaranteed or money back.
Nations largest directory, minimum fifty
employers per state. Includes maste(
application only $3. Sumchoice, Box,645 State
College, Po. 16801.

lost and found

Thank you to all my friends who were so kind
to me during my family's loss. Your company,
cards, phone calls and letters were a great
comfort to me. If any of you eLJer need me in
an],IU.!CJ}i please just ask, I'll aA.ooys be there.
Tl-onks again. With all my love, Cindy

News Editor is giving badmitton lessons in the
library near lecture hall! Please bring helmets,
shoulder pads, knee pads, shin pads, etc! For
protection of ankles. Thurs. afternoons
between 2 and 3.

Dear Jane·Happy Late 20th Birthday, lowe
you 19 more kisses. Keep that great
smile ... Ned

To the psychologist/poet who bought me
breakfas1 Friday night. Thanks very much.
and don't be. a stranger. People you meet in
stairway::. can be·interesting. I'm only dumb in
one sub,ect·really! And please finish that
poem and submit it to the Art's Magazine. (
really think it's good and I AM bright in English!
P.S. I'll let you analyze me anytime. Love, Me
He~'

Andy! Tigger's smilin and he
says"Hl"(He's keeping me outa trouble!) By
the way your Valentine steak got tossed out
the other day_ .. it never could have held on
another two weeks!l! I guess those baby blues
were bigger than your stomach! Got that?
Even whan I'm not with you, remember my
love alweys is! All my love, Susan.
Attentior. all Banana Club: Coming to the end
of our education. Enough of this stagnation
and vegetation. Seven more weeks will pass oh
50 fast; and we'll want to have lTlemories of the
past. From partying and craziness no more
°rebin.let·s:~t' moVli1g and betru1Yinsime! All
banana's to the Rat this Saturday night. We'll
have a gc'od time and party with all our might.
Atte'1dance manditory.
Many thanks to: W.C., K.L., P.Q., J.(F)M.,
and C.S for all your help. The results may not
be so hut but the company was terrific! Next
timet?) we better try to determine everyone's 3
for them ourselves. W.C:s too. MJRA.

Spike and Gary haue big muscles and no
bratns. If they spent as much time in the
dassrom;l as they do in the weight room they
UJould tIe BRILLANT!!
Hi 1/2 J! Thanks for a~king me to be in your
wedding! I'm really. really honored. Excited
too!! .Question: Is your wedding dress mint
green·can you wear white without blushing?
Just kidding! The nasty 1/2 .of J and J.
Eric L. H:ls finished with the old R.A. Any new
breeds in town may apply for need
immmediately, at Scoot Hall. Don't get caught
in the heole, so hurry times awaistin.Sigried
Grouncikeeper and Cheese Feeder.

Lost house and room keys on a brass buckle.
Please return to Comment Office or room 305
at the Hill: Reward will be rewarded.

M. FL: I'm happy that we've met and J'm
looking forward to getting to know you better.
KK

Lost: BJ.:t~k faced Sei\Co watch. Reward.
Contact Chris at 583·5195.

dance with me, I want to be
Maggie
your partner. Most of us ride on the right side

-r___~;;iiiiiiiii;

Happy 20, 7in Woman"! Does Muldoons
allow w'welchairs? Friday night, "earth to mesH
Uncle Sam's parking lot and Little Peach, car
yo dig it? We knew that yo could. Lets hit
Pharmcclty before we go looking for Mr
Goodbar. Have a heart! Happy Birthday! 02
never aiel give no thin to the Tin man that he
didn't almady have. The Cowardly Lion.

Frito Bandito-So you can get him anytime you
want? But only if he likes you_ What's the
"i matter, ~'ou have food poisoning? Hope you
feel bert"r. Baol-Boom

Boom-Bclom--Do you have a siilf ;:;(;<:~? Chase
Billy much? So is there really a vampire? Noone knows. Miss Van.

Miss Va:1- Yeah Florida! You fool. I can't
believe you did it again. Twice in one night.
$ttfdy Halls are for studying. That's right I
lorgot yc·u were with no-one Saturday night.
F rita Bandito

Babe, Helve you seen that Babe in the mirror?
Tough fe,otball player. Wanna take a ride on
my boat? I feel like hitt ing someone. Don Juan.
Get any phone calls lately? Mirrors. Brainless
people lock keys in cars. Blisters. Chinese.
There go your brothers. Sign~d Cindy L.

To Lyn: Congratulations on your most favorit
engagement. I hope you and Michael have
many, many, happy years. What else can be
said to a very happily engaged girl?
Just to wish a belated happy birthday to
Leeanne on March 28th and a happy birthday
te Suz;,mne on April 9th.

MONGO HORAN: Who cares how many
mongs make a right anyway. Careful or you'll
be cor1mitted with Minnie. Signed Mickey
Congo a:1d Goofy too.

Mom: Th is is a formal apology for all the rotten
heists; VJe won't do it anymore-promise.
Thanks br being such a good sport, we really
do like you! Signed: Liz, all the Kids, Dough·
boy, and Chatty.

Mark CC>lumbe--Bewareof the rats
The
Fall Ri~'er Mafia has your contract. Big Deal if
Spike Horan thinks you're O.K Head Rat
To eveT!lone who helped me out with my
show. n',anks a million. I wouldn't have made
it without everyone's help, words of advice,
and cO:.1solement. I really appreciate it. and am
very pl"ases with the outcome. Thanks. Love,
Sandrz.

To you MUST know who: I don't know WHO!
Please gi'Je a little more information Please let
me know. Signed: The party·giver on the 4th
floor \vith the cute white robe.

Kreepy Karen, having trouble finding your
hotel? Egg salad. Keep that shirt down. What's
your opinion on intimacy? We haven't eaten at
Mc Donald's in awhile. How's O.B.? Oink You
have poor taste in men. 1 have the single
tonight. -"~hree in a bed. Signed Cindy L.

Dear Denise, What can 1say '1 wish you good
spaces in the far away places you go. And if it
snows or rains may you always be safe and
warm." 1'1\ also miss ya next year, but-my
thoughts will always be with you. I'm also glad
it was !/ou and not Ellen. Love ya lot'o, Your
Southerrman.
To Tall, Dark, and Handsome! Love your new
haircut! Looking Good! Isour rerdezvous still
on for Friday afternoon? Shut the door and all
that good stuff! Love, Your-not-so·secretadmirer!

To SJR;Maybe the cold duck has finally hit
you? C:>mparing chest sizes with my
roomate.,? Bra's aren't everything. But neither
are mis mated socks! You're terific kid (Cards
till 2:30 <:1m) Love always your d·bag from
across the hall. Pinky

Happyy 20th (I mean 19 plus) birthday,
Partner. P.S. Good luck in track this spring.
Let's go one· two this year in dual meets. Love,
"Bean"

or

n:~ h!.!d~~.f:'--Tharik you ;:31\ for the
beautiful cards and letter they i~o.l!y cheered
me up and made my operation a lot easier to
take. YCllr caring and love really brought
about a speedy recovery.
Love M.H.

To all

If there was a fire in your dorm, what would
YOU do? I know someone who'd pack a
suitcase (taking only her dearest possessions)
and THEN run to safety, right S. F.?
P.S. Good work T. L.!!!!!!

To Sexy Rexy, What's wrong with your eyes?
Are they watery because your consumption of
alcoholic beverages surpassed your metabolic
stability? You're no fun but I had a great time.
LO\!e ya Pescado
.

Dear Kathy, I told you last week I like your new
hairstyle. Well! must correct myself. I hate it
..... Rock!!

Kreep~o Karen, want a mint? Have you tried the
new rainbow ones? Do you smell tunafish?
BEANS-imitation Irish-NICE BLISTERS!!!
What's that on your lige? Why don't you ask
the life g'Jard? It looks pretty. Want a cheese
pimple? Unsuitable, nice fit, ai, ai, al!!! signed
Cindy L.
.

D.-·Happy

22cd Birthday!. ........... .

To the g:rls that acclaim the Marlboro Man:
He lusts for your presence in his van. Look not
for approval, but for clothes removal! Cause
when it comes to lovin' he's a human oven.
Come to him for a rendition, of ectstaey's 1st
edition.

.

Slim and Joann-congratulations and good luck
in the future-Bob, Jean, Jim, Karen, Mike,
Joni, Greg,· Debbe, Mary, Sue, Peg,' Vicki,
Joan, Candy. Jack, and the rest of the staff.
Che, Happy Birthday to you, etc. Twenty big
ones, huh? Over the hilL.tch .. tch .. tch ...
Really, to a great person, happy birthday and
many more. Your neighbors in 103·-Jean and
Beth.

1 wish to 'extend my sincere thanks to the
students, faculty,' and my fellow workers, in the

John, I rl~a\ly missed sleeping on your knee's
over vacation. They make fantastic pillows!
From thE! bored person

~ibrary,

for all their Get Well Cards, Birthday

Cards, . and Gifts sent.to me while recuperating

Deb: How does it feel to bEl woeird, dancing on
top of oars and drinking beersthrougn
funnels? David

_w1aggie O'Malle.y, have you se.en Maggie'and
partner in the comer? You're a native New
Yorker. W~ the Winnebago comfortable?
Kansas. At least we come in at night. Just
pic\{ing something up! Wanna drag? Pull your

Bob Quitadamo was a 1977 Health and Physical Education graduate of
Bridgewater State College. Bob not only received high academic standing, but also
participated on the cross country team in his years at Bridgewater. In addition to
academics and sports Bob volunteered his services to the .Children's Physical
Developmental Clinic for three years. In 1977 , Bob was the director of the PolyHockey Special Olympics Tournament which was held on the campus 0/
Bridgewater Stai'e College.
Op Sunday, April 9, starting at 12 noon on the c'ampus of Bridgewater State
college, a memorial 5-mile road race will beheld. Everyone is urged to participate.
Entry fee is $1.00/or Bridgewater State College students and $2.00 for faculty and
the general public.
.Prizes will be awarded to every tenth finisher (I, 10, 20, 30, ...) an4 official Bob
Quitadamo memorial hats· will be given out to the first 200 entrants.
Entry forms are available jrom: information booth in Student Union, main office
Kelly Gymnasium, Jim Gilrein SC(Jit Hall rm. 322, and Sharon Rogerson Wood Hall
rm 55.
Anyone who wishes to remember Bob, but will be unable to participate in the road
race, donations will be greatly appreciated.
Come out and run April 9!!

To my fa'Jonte obnoxious tyrant (who is really
a pusho'wer)-Happy 2 months! I love you, and
here's my sneaky personal for you. Take care
and 101;e always, your favorite blue-eyed flower

THANK YOU

Rugger· have a great 4th quarter. Looking
forward to better days (they couldn't haue
gotten allY worse) and happy endings. Get
psyched Jor the crazy game-and we'll see you
in the scum, 1. mean muck... you know what I
m_~rn. Loue yo Rebus writer, P.S. Ditto.

Quitadamo Mem. Road Race

Good olel friend of mine-It's great to have you
"home" again. If Sunday was any indication of
the quarter to be._.Well, here's to it. And to
you .... .luck, laughter,. love, good times and
good friends to share them with_ Always, A
mastermng going bananas. P .5. Can't smile
without ~'ou

J.

MSB,esq·There's beauty in the siluer singing
river, the.'e'g beauty in the sunlight in the skies,
but none of these and nothing else can match
the beaury 1 remember in my true love's eyes.
Je t' aimla plus que hier, moins demain.

...~,~~~~~~",o~f~.th~(l~r~o:ad;a'~R~U~,~ru::-;~ru;.~W~h:at~'s~a~c;a~r~W:ith;o;u~t.,;.b~a~th~in;g~s:ui~t;uP~.~s;ig;n~ed:;c~nd:y~L;..........

KH.---You shouldn't have dared me.
Remember when you invited me into your
room to watch you make your bed, nice try but
I'm not that easy. You sure do strange things
with you:: sheets. I'll have to try it sometime_
Thucydic.es

from my rec;:ent accidents:. they were deeply
appreciated.
Gertrude R. Gailfoil
Clement C~ Maxwell LIbrary
Ground Floor Checkpoint
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CONVERSE BASKETBALL------------ $3.88 up
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:
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Off the field with Fred Brown:

Baseball Opener
by Dennis Heenan
With the sharp"crack" of a bat and the loud
"thud" of a catcher's mitt, the Bridgavater
Bear's Varsity Baseball Team is off and
running, anxiously QU)Qiting their home
opener of the 1978 season. The team's first
game will be played on Saturday, April the
8th.
Under new Head Cooch Fred Brown, the
team will be looking to improve on its' 11·13
record of last season. Coach Brown has
never before coached-a·team at the collegelevel, however he arrives at State, with
excellent credentials. For the past II
summers, he has been an instructor at Ted
Williams &seball Camp in Lakeville, Mass.
He has coached at Rockland High School,
and in 1970, he traveled to Long Beach,
California to coach in The Washington
Senators Professional Scout League.
Brown,42, is originally from Renton,
Washington, where he attended Central
Washington State College. At present, he
teaches Elementary Phys. Ed, in Rockland,
Mass. He is married with no children.
Coach Brown, along with Assistant Coach
Bill Coury recently accompanied the team to
Norfolk, Virginia where they played 5 games,
compiling a 1·4 overall record "although the
record doesn't show it, the team looled very
good," explained Brown. 'This was our first
time on the field this season, whereas the

teams we faced had been playing for quite a
while."
In the team's first exhibition game, they lost
to Old Dominion 3-2 on 3 unearned runs. The
Bears then lost again to Norfolk State by the
same score. Three games with Quinnipac
Conn., proved more productive. Aiteran 8-4
loss the team bounced back with a 7-5 victory.
The final game against Quinnipac was
played at 9:00 in the morning on the same day
the team was leaving, resulting in a 5-1 defeat.
"I'm greatly impressed with this team"
explained Brown. They're a very
hardworking, enthusiastic and very dedicated
bunch. The kids are also willing to learn and
have plenty of enthusiasm" he added. We
should have an excellent season."
The team is lead by Senior Co· Captains
Joe Higgins and Glenn Chatterton. Higgins
,the left fielder, and Chatterton, a pitcher,
have greatly impressed Coach Brown, along
with Senior 2nd baseman Rick Neylon.
Other candidates whom Coach Brown is
keeping a sharp eye on for possible starting
assignments are Gary Buelow at shortstop,
Bob Spinney in centerfield, Jack Kelleher at
first, and Jimmy Wells in the "Hot Corner".
The catching job is still up for grabs, with Mike
Condry and Andy Mellon in a heated battle
for that position.
Coach Brown feels that the pitching is

sound, but they need more work, simply from
lack of throwing. Glenn Chatterton, Joe
O'Hailowran, Paul Gaudino, Doug Mildren
and John Kerley have alllooIced good_so far.
Coach Brown would make no predictions
for the upcoming season. But he did mention
that Westfield State and North Adams would
be the teams to watch out jor, along with non
league competitor S.M.U.

He also wanted to thank the whole teamfor
a very successful trip.
At the present moment, Brown is planning
a Parents Day anda special shuttle service/or
Senior Citi2ens, and expresses his warmest
greetings to everyone in the college
community. inviting anyone to come out and
watch the games.
The very best of luck Coach Brown and
Players on your upcoming season.

SCHEDULE:
Upcoming Games

Sat. Westfield (2) 1:00 at Legion Field
Sun. at SMU (2) 1:00 at SMU field
Tues. E. Nazarene (2) 1:00 at Legion Field
Wed. at Boston State(.} 1:00
Wed. at Boston State (2)

Lunch time in the patio of our La Rojeiia distillery.

When our workers sit down to lunch
they: sit downto a tradition.
.
When they make Cuervo Gold
it~s the' same.
Every day at just about eleven the wives/rom Tequila
arrive at the Cuervo distillery bearing their husbands'
lunches.
Lunches that have been lovingly prepared in the
same proud m(lnner since men first began working here

in 1795.

. It is this sarYJe pride'in a job well-done that makes
Cuervo Gold truly spec~·al.Any way you-drink it, Cuervo'
Gold will bring you back to a tz'rne when quality ruled
. the world.

Cuervo.The Gold standard since1795.
CUERVO ESPECIAL® TEQUILA. 80 PROOF. I MPORTED AND BOTTLED BY © 1977 HEUBLEIN, INC., HARTFORD, CONN.

SPORTS
"..

MAA Jacket Winners

"'

The following athletes should report to
the Student Union Seminar room on April
11,1978 from 7-9:30 p.m. or S.U. 2 on April
13,1978 from 7-9:30 p.m. for fittings.
Basketball
Gary Muello
Percy Cook
Wrestling
Mike €heney
Billy English
Joe Resnini
Terry Rile
Mike sarding
Mike Boyle
Tom Leoffler
Cross Country
Barry M-msell
Jimmy Porrell
Bill McKinnon
Ken Arnold
Soccer
Mike Creedon
John Semer
Jim Barrington
Mike Robertson
John McKinnon
Marcia Benoit
Joe Lupica
Steve Sullivan
Mark Defresne
Joe OHalloran
Hockey
John Hibert
Mike Dacey
Deacon Perrotta
John Macksey
Bob Kirchner
Tony Cardoza
John Fisher
Horace Carvalleo
Dan Marks
Lois Lindquist
Richard Parks
Kathy Gately

WRA Elections

T racksters Risen
1 he .~C track team, l::$.I:AK~, after
many long years of deep hibernation, have
risen from the dark cave and are now
clamori!1g for the lime light of other
powerhouse teams they compete against.
This point became apparent when the Bears
journeyed to Westfield last Saturday to
compete in tough competition from eleven
colleges representing five states and due to
many last minute and impromptu changes, in
the relay teams.
The team of Art Riccio, John Crochett,Jim
Tansey and Larry Benninger set a new mark
for the 4 X 110 relay. "Shoeless" Scott
Brennan made a new record for the grueling
. 3000 yd. steeplechase. The sprint medley
relay record fell, through the combined
efforts of Bill MacKinnon, John Ditullio, Bob
L'Homme and Jim Tansey. The last record to
be set that day was the two mile relay, due to
the .efforts of Bill MacKinnon, John Brennan,
John Crochett and Paul Healy.
it was not only the relay teams that
fared well; many individuals also performed
well. In the javelin, Brian Richardson and Ed
Murray placed fourth·'and sixth respectiv!y.
Tom Woods threw thl? Hammer well enouqh

for a fourth place finish. B S C placed fifth in track on Saturday afternoon, April 8th,
the shot put behind the "valiant" efforts of against Roger Williams collegeCome on out
Tom Hilse while Tom Munro came away with and support "Eddie's TeddIes",
sixth place in the highly competitive pole vault
INSIDE TRACK: It was said that tethe
event. Also, Art Riccio and Larry Benninger
qualified for the fast field set in the 220 yd. Bears were growling when they invaded
Westfield State's track, but further
finals.
investigation indicated that the growling noise
actually came from the stomachs of the team,
Coach Lussier
due to the combined efforts of the three
Much of the credit for the present and captains to forget to bring the box lunches on
frothcoming success of this years team goes the bus, before the : ,irip~
to coach Ed Lussier. Plainly speaking, Lussier
has never been associated with a losing team
BEARS TRACK SCHEDULE
and refuses to do so this year. Lussiers vitality
April 8 -- Roger Williams College and tremendous zeal for track has been the Home-l:00 p.m.
catalyst for changing the pessimistic attitude
April 12 -- Bryant College/Stonehill
of the team to that of a winning attitude. It is
College Home 2 p.m.
through this attitude that the B S C Bears I College - Home - 2:00 p./in.p.m.
refuse to be in awe of any foe they will face in
April 15 -- at Unioversity of Mass
the future; reinforced by the success B S C Relays - 12:30 pm
had on April 1 st. against many old rivals and
April 18 -- Nichols College -- Home division two school;s.
3:00 p.m.
April 22 -- at Boston College relays -The 1978 B S C track season will mark the
dawning of a new era in Bear track history-· 12:30 p.m.
April 29 -- Mass. State CoUeges meet at
This being the era of exciting, competitive and
possibly championship track and field Fitchberg -1:00 p.m.
May 6 -- at S.M.U. and Rhode Island
competion. The next meet will be at the B S C

Up Lacrosse!
The 1978 BSC women's lacrosse season,
started on Monday, March 27. Bridgewater':s
team is coached this year by coach Ann r~
Coakley and assisted by Sharon Reed. With
approximately 38 people signed up for this
season to play, the coaches had to select 15
players to go. against. the British team; On
Thursday, March 30, BSC was· to play
Sheffield City Polytechnic College from
Sheffield, England.
Sheffiel!i College, who has been playing
since September, is· coached by Celia
Brackenridge. Compared to BSC, who had
only been working out for 3 days, Sheffield
had to be the favored team to win. Going with
previous lacrosse experience, Bridgewater
put 12 players on the field who were ready to
play, Thursday afternoon.

Gymnastic
Championship
by Nora Kenny
another two BSC girls qualify for the finals
On SUt)day, March 5th, Bridgewater State competition. Sue Ganley received her fourth
College hosted the first Massachusetts qualifying score of the afternoon with a 7.5
Gymnastics Championship. Schools and Lynne Scott performed a beautiful 6.7
attending the meet were Boston State, routine. Other Bridgewater performers were
Bridgewater State, MIT, Mount Holyoke, Nora Kenny, Gail Anderson, Mary Hutchins
Northeastern University and Salem State. and Liz DeVido. Liz ended the season on a
The meet was divided into two team rotations positive note as she scored a persona] career
and a finals competition. The first team high (5.7), plus throwing a new move.
competition rotation began at 12 o'clock with Congratulations Liz!
Mt. Holyoke, MIT and Boston State
This concluded the afternoon competition.
competing. At 3 0'dock the BSC team Although BSC placed fourth they were very
competed with· Northeastern and Salem close (missing third by 4 tenths). The team
State. The results of the team competition was especially excited about placing 6 girls in
was decided at 5 o'clock with Boston State the individual finals competition. The top
emerging the winner with 109.6 ,points. The twelve girls (from both team rotations) in each
r~st of the results ware Salem State-- 107.4, event were selected for the finals.
Northeastern-- 106.00, BSC·- 105.65, MIT·- Bridgewater girls who qualified were: Bars-99.25, and Mt. Holyoke-- 83.8.
Sandi· Balduf, Sue Ganlt;:y, Beam-- Nora
The Bridgewater team did well. Vaulting Kenny, Gail Anderson and Sue Ganley; and
was one of their strongest events. Linda Floor·- Lynne Scott and Sue Ganley.
Surman started things off with a 7.5. She was
In the finals, the preliminary scores were
followed by Lynne Scott (5.25), Gail added to the finals score. Sue Ganley did
Anderson (7.35), and Sue Moore (7.45). exceptionally well as she took third place
Jeanne Laliberte vaulted scoring a 7.85 and the overall all around competition with 29.95,
was in 6th place after the. preliminary second place on the beam and a tie for thifd
competition. All-around Sue Ganley scored on the beam. Nora Kenny teid for fifth place
an 8.1, placing third after the preliminary. on the balance beam.
.
The meet took a lot of preperation and
round. On the uneven bars SSC had two girls
qualify for the evenings' competition. They there are many whom deserve thanks. Of
were Sue Ganley with a 7.2 and Sandi Halduf course, Coach Dayna Daniels deserves the
with .a 6.2. Also competing on bars were biggest round of applause as. she started in '
Lynne Scott, Gail Apderson· and Andie September working on this meet. The meet
Haefling. On the balance beamJ:he BSC team ran very smoothly and this can be attributed
hadseenbetterdays,yettheystillmanagedto to all the help from the PEM Gyhmastics
place girls in the top -twelve. Sue Ganley classes, and Matt Gerkin and the entire
scored a 7.2, Gail Anderson a 6.85, and Nora training staff. Also special thanks to Mary
Kenny a 6.6. Also helping the team on the Ellen Carney, Maryann Peabody, Betsy
balance beam were Jean Laliberte, Lynne 'Keenan (meet manager and finals announcer)
Scott and Cathy Spillane. Floor Exercise saw and Myrtle Buron. See yqu next season!

in

Within the first 5 minutes of the game,
sophomore Sharon Rogerson, scored from
the point position to give BSC a 1-0 lead. With
this goal, BSC proved to themselves, that
they had tbe confidence and skill to keep
right up with the British, step for step. At the
end of the firsf.half, the score.was tied 2·2with '
1st home, junior Jane Urbanski scoring the
other BSC goal.
At the start of the second half, 3rd home"
junior Mary Delorey put BSC in the lead by
getting a goal, to make the score 3-2. Sheffield
came back with 2 quick , beautiful goals to
take the lead away from BSC, by a score of 43. Mary Delorey came through in the
remaining minutes of the game for
Bridgewater, by scoring to tie the game at 4-4
for a final score.
Out of 10 shots on goal, Sheffield's goalie,
Jahet Cawtherly, denied BSC of 6 possible
goals. BSe's goalie, Cheryl St. Onge, had 18
saves against Sheffield., ,; ,
Overall the final score tur·ried out to be
perfect. Both teams deserved to win and with
a tie, there would be no losers·-onfy
winners.

BSC opens their regular season against the
University of New Hampshire, on Tuesday
April 18, starting at 3:30. All home games are
played at the field at Great Hill and all support
will be appreciated.
Next week's article will .announce, the
members of the 1978 women's lacrosse tea~.
T ry·outs are still being held and by the end of
this week. a team of 28. players should be
selected.
"QUICK STICKS"- The 1978 selection
committee, that will select this year's squad
are coaches Ann Coakley, Sharon Reed and
players Mary Muello, Carol Dolduc and Liz
Sullivan. Bridgefield vs. Sheffiater were the
teams for· charades. after dinner Thursday
night. Plenty of actresses c;ould have won
Academy Awards from both teams but the
unanimous winner by a wide . margin was
"Pigmalion." Special thanks to the BSC
hostesses who made the stay for the British as
enjoyable as possible, especially by bringing
them to the Alpha Party or Bill's Liquor Mart. .

Winter Bear Tracks ...
by Elaine Martin
Performing with their usual vitality, the·
BCS women's winter track team came close
to subduing both their opponents in a meet
held at Holy Cross College on Saturday,
March 4, prior to spring break. The BSC final
score of 45 easily defeated Holy Cross's 26
points· and was only two points short of
matching Brandeis University.
Highlighting the meet was the exceptional
performances in all field events. Shot putter
Karen Wilson placed first throwing 30'4" while
teammates Elaine Levesque and Janice Knox
placed 2nd{29'9") and 4th(26'6") respectively.
High jumper Linda Clough proved her value
to the team placing 4th. In the long jump. Patti.
Feeley easily took first place with a 16'4" jump
and teammate Liz· Pitts took 4th place
jumping 15'2". Patti Feeley, who broke many
track records during her high SGhool career,
started off her freshman season at BSe
jumping a qualifying distance for the regional
finals in the spring. Intense concentration and
constant practice reaped their rewards in
these field events.
Sprinters Patti Deverea~x, Patti Feeley.
Mary Johnson, and Vj~ki Klenk performed
with their usual splendor collecting numerous
points for the team. Patti Feeley's winning
style(29.0) secured her first place. finish in the
220· yard dash, and teammate Vicki Klenk
placed seco~.z\30.2). Vicki Klenk also ran the

50 yard dash(6.9) placing first, closely
followed by teammate Patti Devereaux who
placed 3rd(7.2). Mary Johnson finished 3rd in
the 50 yard hurdles(9.9}.
Once again, the illustrious quarter mile
runner, Carol Robert, displayed her strong
running style, this time finishing in first
place(68.5), a good distance ahead of. her
competitors. Karen Fleming has taken a liking
to the half mile race and with good reason,
Karen placed 4th(2:41.1), but she only gets
better. Freshman Kim Threadgold attempted
the same race with pleasing results. Elaine
Martin placed 4th in the one mile race.
The two mile race(twenty times around the
track) was performed by Joyce Wilson who
placed 4th(13:52.4) followed by teammate
Marcia Benoit. The remarkable stamina· of
both Joyce and Marcia gave the spectators
something worth watching.
Completing the meet was the one mile relay·
with star runners Vicki Klenk, Karen Fleming,
Patti Feeley,' and Carol Robert refusing to
,finish in any position but first(4:35.9).
This meet ended the short winter season.
The team has been plagued with cancellations
due to snow, and extrememly· difficult
practice conditions. Along with every one
else, the'team is relieved that spring has finally
arrived. A special thank-you to Coach Tom
Arnold for running with us throughout the
cold winter.

I

